regulatory variation (24). This predominant role of cis variants suggests that most genes 120 involved in drought local adaptation have small trans effects and are therefore likely to 121 have low connectivities in the coexpression network. By extension, we predict that the 122 relative contribution of cis-and trans-associated expression variation indicates the 123 structure of response to environment across a molecular network. 124
125

Results and Discussion 126
Stress-responsive genes are non-randomly distributed in a transcriptional co-expression 127 network 128
We first tested the hypothesis that genes whose expression responds to environmental 129 gradients are non-randomly distributed in a transcriptional regulatory network. 130
Specifically, we assessed the positions of stress-responsive genes in a co-expression 131 network estimated for A. thaliana by Feltus et al. ((25) ; hereafter "Feltus network"). We 132 take stress-responsive genes from a previous analyses of two experimental datasets: our 133 among the effects of genotype (inbred natural accession), environment (response to 137 experimental treatment), and their interaction ("eGxE"). In the context of this paper, stress-138 responsive genes are those classified as "eGxE", which show a genetically variable response 139 to environmental changes, as well as genes that show a similar pattern of response across 140 natural accessions ("cold-response" or "drought-response" genes). 141
The Feltus network was reconstructed by aggregating data from 7105 published 142 microarray experiments differing in environment, tissue, and genotype; this network 143 hypothesis is therefore a meaningful summary of the transcriptional relationships among 144 genes in diverse environmental settings and genomic backgrounds. For each gene (node) in 145 the network, we calculated the degree of the node, which measures the number of 146 neighboring nodes in the network, as well as the centrality if the node. Centrality of a node 147 estimates the number of paths between other nodes that pass through this node; here, we 148 present node centrality as eigenvector centrality. A gene will have a high eigenvector 149 centrality if it is both well connected itself and if its neighbors are also well connected (seeMethods and Newman (26) for more details). We obtained qualitatively similar results 151 with alternative centrality metrics, e.g., degree, betweeness, and closeness centrality (see 152
Supplement). 153
For both data sets, genes showing significant eGxE were non-randomly distributed 154 with respect to network degree and centrality. Drought eGxE genes had lower degrees 155 (Figure 1a) [median for drought: eGxE = 4; non-eGxE = 13], i.e. had fewer connections to 156 other genes, and were less central (Figure 1b ) when compared to non-eGxE genomic 157 controls. Cold eGxE genes exhibited the opposite effect, having higher degree (Figure 1c ) 158 [median cold: eGxE = 38; non-eGxE = 11] and being more centrally located (Figure 1d ) 159 compared to genomic controls. Statistical significance was determined by selecting a 160 random subset of genes equal in size to the genes showing eGxE and then calculating their 161 degree and centrality (see Supplement). Out of 10,000 permutations, we did not observe a 162 single set of genes with more extreme low (drought) or high (cold) distributions of degree 163 and eigenvector centrality, corresponding to a p-value of 10 -4 . Interestingly, cold eGxE 164 genes had higher average connectivity than that of cold or drought response (environment) 165 genes, of which we have hypothesized represent the conserved environmental response of 166 a species (23, 24) (see Supplement). 167
To verify the robustness of our results, we confirmed the non-random distribution 168 of genes using community detection. The above analysis using the Feltus network makes 169 the assumption that all genes in the network are equally likely to participate in 170 environmental response. However, because certain pathways must be involved in the 171 phenotypic response to drought or cold, it is possible that the appropriate null distribution 172 should be constructed using nearby genes (e.g. those with strong co-expression in the 173 Feltus network). To explore this possible statistical artifact, we performed standard 174 community detection using the leading eigenvector method (27) as implemented in the R 175 package igraph v.1.0.1 (28) on the Feltus network and subdivided the graph into sets of 176 genes that are densely connected among themselves and loosely connected to other parts 177 of the gene co-expression network. Averaging the results across all detected communities, 178 with significance again determined by permutation test, we recover the same pattern seen 179 in the global network: Cold eGxE genes have higher degree (cold eGxE genes had a median 180 of 34 more connections than non eGxE genes) and a significantly higher medianeigenvector centrality (median 0.14 above non eGxE), while drought eGxE genes have 182 lower degree (cold eGxE genes had a median of 16 fewer connections than non eGxE genes) 183 and had a significantly lower eigenvector centrality (median 0.04 below non eGxE). A 184 similar result was found using the subnetworks (their "GILs") previously constructed by 185
Feltus (see Supplement). 186
We further validated this result by performing iterative out-of-sample model 187 validation. Briefly, we randomly selected 80% of genes in the network and constructed a 188 generalized linear model with a binomial error distribution (i.e. a logistic regression) to 189 predict genes as eGxE based solely on their degree and eigenvector centrality. We then 190 predicted the eGxE state for the remaining 20% of genes and recorded the error. We 191 repeated this procedure 1,000 times for both cold and drought. Assuming a threshold for 192 accurate classification of 5%, we were able to correctly classify 95.4% of genes for cold and 193 77.0% of genes for drought. These results accommodate classification errors for both eGxE 194 and non-eGxE genes, which means that for cold we were able to correctly classify nearly 195 every gene included in the co-expression network as being eGxE based solely on its degree 196 and eigenvector centrality. 197
eGxE genes show modular distribution that differs between environments 199
We next asked whether the non-random distribution of node connectivity of eGxE 200 genes reflects their membership in particular sub-communities, or modules, of interacting 201 genes as identified using our community detection approach, described above. 202
Interestingly, both the cold and drought eGxE genes were non-randomly distributed with 203 respect to the sub-communities defined using our community detection approach. recapitulates our earlier result: cold eGxE genes tend to be functionally connected to many 213 other genes, while genes involved in drought response tend to be in peripheral network 214
positions. 215
To test the hypothesis that the sub-communities with diverging patterns of 216 expression eGxE reflect natural variation in function, we took the genes in the two sub-217 communities with the most overrepresentation in cold and in drought response and tested 218 for enrichment of gene ontology (GO) annotations. We found 116 significant GO terms 219 enriched in the most over-represented cold eGxE sub-community. The top seven terms 220 were all related to photosynthesis and related processes, and the next two terms were for 221 response to abiotic stimulus and response to cold (Table S3 ). Altered primary metabolism 222 is frequently observed during cold acclimation, in part due to the accumulation of sugars as 223 cryoprotectants (29, 30), so this eGxE may reflect that some of the sampled accessions 224 modify metabolism during cold response to a different degree than do other accessions. We 225 found 89 significant GO terms enriched in the most over-represented drought eGxE sub-226 community. The top term and many of the subsequent terms were for immune and defense 227 responses (Table S4 ; many genes, particularly kinases, annotated as immune and defense 228 responses also show responses to abiotic stress (31)). Previously, we found that drought 229 eGxE genes showed very few significant functional enrichments using a genome-wide test 230 for statistical enrichment (23), suggesting that the network-informed approach used here 231 may afford additional statistical power to detect functional patterns in these high-232 dimensional datasets. 233
234
The evolution of gene expression response to the environment 235
Previously, we demonstrated an important role of cis-regulatory variants 236 underlying diversity of environmental response among natural genotypes of Arabidopsis 237 (24). Natural variation in response to drought showed different genomic patterns than did 238 natural variation in response to cold, suggesting that natural selection may affect different 239 parts of the transcriptional regulatory networks for these two complex traits. Specifically, 240 the proximal promoters of genes showing eGxE for drought had significantly higher 241 nucleotide diversity and significantly higher among-genotype variation in key drought-242 responsive promoter motifs (abscisic acid responsive elements, ABREs) when compared togenome averages (24). These earlier observations for eGxE drought genes are consistent 244 with the results presented here: drought eGxE genes are in smaller modules and are 245 relatively lowly connected to other genes, suggesting that genetic variation in expression 246 Nucleotide diversity in the proximal promoters of cold eGxE genes is also elevated 270 but, in contrast to drought genes, not to a degree that is statistically significant compared to 271 genome averages (24). The promoters of cold eGxE genes exhibit lower among-genotype 272 turnover of known cold-responsive motifs compared to genome averages (specifically, the 273 c-repeat binding factor/dehydration responsive elements, CRT/DREs). Along with our 274 observation that cold eGxE genes are highly connected in the transcriptional regulatory 275 network, these patterns of sequence diversity suggest that the transcriptional control of 276 eGxE for cold acclimation is driven by genetic variants in upstream regulatory features, 277 such as transcription factors. Natural variants in transcription factors are expected to have 278 larger mutational effect size due to the regulatory influence of these proteins on 279 downstream genes. 280
It is currently unknown what drives the apparent difference in the genetic 281
architecture of natural variation in response to drought compared to response to cold. From an applied perspective, understanding how natural variation affects 306 transcriptional regulatory networks may inform decisions about how to improve 307 agricultural performance in challenging environments. We note that breeding for improved 308 performance under soil drying has been quite challenging (44); our results suggest that 309 targeting specific physiological mechanisms by manipulating genes at the "tips" of 310 regulatory networks, shown herein to exhibit drought eGxE, may be a more fruitful strategy 311 than targeting central regulatory molecules which may exhibit undesirable pleiotropic 312 effects ("yield drag;" e.g. (45)). 313 314
Methods 315
Co-expression and regulatory networks 316
We used two published datasets on gene expression interactions in in Arabidopsis thaliana. 317
The first dataset was global (i.e. genome-wide and not restricted to certain functions or 318 pathways). We used the global co-expression network and 86 subcomponent genome-wide 319 
Network Methods 343
We quantified the degree to which a gene was central using four standard network metrics, 344 
353
To identify community structure and assign genes to communities, we used the leading 354 eigenvalue algorithm. Our goal was to determine whether there are groups of genes, 355 which are more connected to each other than they are to other genes, referred to as 356 community detection (48). A variety of methods exist for performing community detection, 357 but we selected the leading eigenvalue approach because it is computationally efficient on 358 large networks. Briefly, the adjacency matrix of the network is corrected based on the 359 expected number of edges in a random graph, using the configuration model, then the 360 distribution of eigenvalues and the loading of nodes onto eigenvectors can be used to 1.) 361 determine whether evidence exists for the presence of modular communities and 2.) 362 assuming such structure exists, assign genes to communities, see Newman 2006 for more 363 details. All of the analyses, i.e. calculation of centrality measures and community detection, 364 was performed using the R package igraph v.1.0.1 (28). 365
366
Enrichment analyses
We tested whether genes with multiple types of expression response to abiotic stress 368 exhibited non-random network metrics. We also tested whether genes exhibiting high Fst 369 exhibited non-random network metrics. Determining whether a gene has a higher value for 370 any of these metrics is not appropriate for parametric stats. Therefore, we conducted 371 permutations to generate null expectations. The natural accessions used in this study all 372
show varying degrees of sequence divergence and gene gain/loss as compared to the 373 reference Col-0 genome, which was used to generate the microarrays used in these 374
experiments. This variance could generate spurious "gene-by-environment interaction" for 375 gene expression. We therefore used a strict filtering scheme to exclude genes that had 376 polymorphisms in ATH1 probe sites (23). In order to assess the biological function of 377 regulatory communities, we first identified communities containing the greatest 378 proportion of GxE genes for each abiotic stressor. We then tested gene ontology (GO) term 379 enrichment in each of these communities (AgriGO). 
